T cell control of the antibody response to the T-independent antigen, DAGG-Ficoll.
C57BL/6J nu/nu mice respond to the type 2 TI antigen DAGG-Ficoll, but not to the TD antigen SRC. A comparable difference can also be seen in vitro, but only at high spleen cell density and in the presence of selected batches of FBS. At low spleen cell density and in the absence of FBS, the DAGG-Ficoll-induced B cell response is strictly dependent on soluble helper factors or cloned specific helper T cells. The B cell response so induced requires that the T cell-depleted spleen cells be compatible in the I-A subregion of the H-2 complex. These helper factors, induced by antigen in an I-A-restricted T cell-macrophage interaction, provide helper for T cell-depleted spleen cells irrespective of their H-2 haplotype. Under conventional culture conditions, the stringent requirement for helper factors in the in vitro response to DAGG-Ficoll is obscured by FBS. In vitro culture of low numbers of spleen cells, in serum-free medium instead of FBS, provides a sensitive assay for helper factors. We have compared the helper activity for a B cell response to SRC or DAGG-Ficoll as provided by antigen-induced supernatants of various individual EA-specific T cell clones. There was a remarkable and consistent heterogeneity among individual T cell clones: their helper activity in the response to TI and TD antigens did not correlate, nor was there any correlation between helper activity and antigen-induced TCGF (interleukin 2) activity.